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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TEST
CONSTRUCTION

Elmer B. Royer, 8tfUwater, Oklahoma
For years the standard practice In the bu11dlng of a battery of testa

bas been somewhat as follows. 'Ihe test maker chose perhaps ten ar
twelve tests which might be sames-opposites, analogies, arithmetic prob
lems. number series, directions, geometric ftgures, and 80 forth. Enough
items were Included In each test to give It the required reUabWty, uauallJ
.90 or .95. Comblntng these l1ngle testa In a m1meograpbed edition, he
adm1n1stered all of them to a group of pe1'8OD8 on whom he Obtained
talrl1 CQIIlpI'8heDslve erIterlon scores. All tbe pou1ble iDterCorre1atloDl
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of the teata and the criterion were computed and the best system of weights
for combining the tests found by the least-squares method.

Tb1s method paYJ a premium. on low intercorrelations of tests. It 18
uiomatlc among test makers that a new test to be added. to a battery
must have not only a 111gh correlation with the criterion but low corre
lations with the testa already in the battery. statistically minded. persons
can eas1ly see the reason for this by studYing the formula for multiple
correlation.

One of the recent developments in the theory of test construction
fa the conception of the item as a test in itself. With this conception
baa come a change in the statistical methods and treatment. Each item
must be valldated individually. Any item with low coefficient or index ot
validity 18 el1m1nated..

Logically the items should be combined Just as tests formerly were,
and possibly given differential weights. That this Is not yet done by test
makers 18 due to the extreme magnitUde of the task. Even so, the fact
that this method is the logical procedure raises a paradox, which may be
stated: "Should the items on a test ha.ve low intercorrelations or high
lntercorrelato1ns?" The traditional answer is, of course, that they should
have high intercorrelations because high intercorrelations tend to raise
the reUab1l1ty of the test. particularly when that reliability is computed
by the odds-evens or spl1t-halves technic. The answer which follows
logically trom the concept ot an item as a test in itself is that items,
Just as the tests of old, must have high correlations with the criterion
but low correlations among themselves.

. A study of the literature gives Uttle help in resolving this paradox.
Dunlap recommends the dividing of the test into four equivalent parts
and making them satisfy Spearman's tetrad criterion before letting the
teat be called by a single name. Tumey, also strongly influenced by
Spearman, recommends the use of a g in item selection for intelligence
tests, but falls to follow this argument in recommending the selection of
items from the field to be measured as the sole criterion for validating
ach1evement test items. Willoughby, in what is perhaps the most philo
sophical attack on the problem, concludes that a test in which the items
are highly correlated is therefore highly valid in the sense that it Is
unitary.

It is this very error that Tryon and Lorge have been attacking, rightly
painting out that consistencies of reaction on items of an interest blank
or psychoneurotic inventory do not necessar'1ly correspond to actual traits
in the individual (that is, a factor determined. by the mathematical method
of factor analysts cannot be 488umecl to correspond to real or psychological
traits.>

My answer to this dilemma is suggested by the work of Tyler, who
requlres the teachers of the subject to deftne the objectives of their
course in terms ot student behavior. A very comprehensive measure of
student behaviors in test situations is obtained. TIlls measure is taken
as the cr1ter10n. If later short·answer pencil and paper tests can be
constructed with sufficiently high correlation with the criterion, theY
IDaJ be used in Ueu of the criterion. Otherwise no short cut for the
crlterion is used.

Instead of requiring high intercorrelations among the items of the
teet let us reqUIre high intercorrelatlons among the student behaviors.
U tbese cannot be found let us conclude that the trait we had assumed does
Dot ezIst. U we do 1lnd high lntercorrelations among the trait behaviors
tIlen let US con~ude that here is a real trait, not establlshed by ftat, but
actuallJ obsenecl Intercorrelattoos of students' behaviors In the trait
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sttuatlOIlB. Let us then secure a sufficient number of trait behaviors to
have a rellable measure of the trait. Lastly, let US proceed to find
shortcuts for the laborious and tlme-collBuming task of securing compre
bensive measures of the student behaviors In the trait situ&tlona. If we
can tlnd or make a pencil-and-paper test that will correlate highly enough
with the g factor In the observed behaviors let us use it instead of the
more laborious method of measuring the behaviors directly, and In
selecting the items in the pencil-and-paper test let us use the regular
statistical devices which w11l select items with low IntercorrelattollB, even
though the pencil-aDd-paper test so constructed will not have high
rellabllities as measured by the split-halves or odds-evellB correlation.
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